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~amG.~'~'fT; giants' require sturdy rigs
By GARY FISHER
For this person who knows
nothing about horses except that
they have four legs and eat hay,
seeing the Budweiser Clydesdales
was quite all experience.
They came to Centrai May 3rd
in three 40-foot vans painted with
the Budweiser-Clydesdale insignia. Eventually the vans and their
famous passengers parked along
the west side of the SUB. It was
there the "hitch" was assembled.
A "hitch" is eight horses hitched to
the wagon.
Clydesdalesoriginally come from
Scotland. Some are bred and
trained at the Anheuser-Busch
stables in St. Louis, Missouri.
The horses weigh an average of
2300 pounds, and are from three to
twelve years old. They are 17 to 19
' hands tall are are worth from
$3,000 to $12,000 each.
"We carry ten horses, in case
one gets sick or hurt, we still
would have a hitch. Each horse is
fed grain a~d 50 pounds of hay·
each day," said Sam Degregorio
who has worked with the horses
for 25 years.
"When the horse is two years
old, we break it in for the hitch. At

three o; four years old depending
on the horse, he is put on the
wagon and is ready to tour," said
Maurice Krueger groomsman for
the horses for si~ years.
Walt Brady, in charge of the
horses, has been working with
them for 37 years.
"We have been touring since
Dec. 16, and we will be home
sometime in July. It's been a long
tour and I'm looking forward to
going home," he added.
The caravan arrived late, so the
men worked at a quick pace to get
the hitch ready. Each horse was
led from its private stall in the
van, ana was outfitted with $4,000
worth of equipment. This includes
hand-made collar, harnasses reins
and other equipment.
Krueger said the entire harnass
for the eight horse team is worth
$30,000.
The wagon the horses pull
weighs three and a half tons and is
painted red, with gold trim around
it. The gold trim was polished so
well, anybody looking at it could
see their reflection.
It took 45 minutes to set up the
hitches, Next, Bavarian, the
Ualmat10n was put in the driver's
seat along with Brady who would

DECA visits Anaheim
By ROSE HULSMAN

The purpose of the . ~onference
. allowed high school students to
compete in selling, display, human
relations and advertising competitions. Awards and trophies were
given tQ the wjnners.'
.
Wilson said, "DECA at Central
helps perspective high school
distributive education teachers in
preparing and training them to
take roles as advisors to the
DECA chapter." Judging competition for the conference provided
the two Central students with
beneficial experience in working
with high school students.

The Distributive Education
Club of America (DECA) Student
National Conference was held in
Anaheim. California, April 27-May
1. Blaine Wilson, advisor to the
distributive education department
at Central attended the conference
with students Dave Stokee and
George Damas who are distributive education majors. Their . expenses were paid for by the money
raised when the DECA chapter
had their ski swap last year.
Stokee and Damas helped to
judge comoetition of high school
The DECA program at Central
students across the nation. Wilson
directed a competency-based__ com- has been successful in preparing
petitive event for food service students and in securing jobs for
them.
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At Brady's command, the high
Brady said h~ could stop the~e
stepping, prancing h.orses headed h?rses 011.. a dime, . hen~~ their
towards Boulli~n library. They mckna~e Gentle. Giants.
turned left agam and proceeded The hitch made its way down
towards Nicholson P~v~lion, all 11th Street and proceeded to
walking the the precision of a downtown Ellensburg.
military parade unit.
~fter Central, the Clydesdales
At North Hall, the horses made went to Yakima for two days and
another turn and stopped for some also made an appearance at the
more pictures, curious looks and
Apple Blossom Festival in Wenstares from onlookers.
atchee.

be the wagon master. '
Brady grabbed hold of the eight
harnasses with each of his fingers.
This gave him individual control of
each horse.
The crowd backed away as
Brady moved the reins and the
hitch began to move. The Clydesdales turned down the south side
of the SUB and stopped for ten
minutes.

The way it was

•
•

60's ·s ,ow strict dress code
By GARY FISHER

from textbooks fo tennis shoes.
Bring along your sports clothing
Stationery, glassware, sweatshirts and equipment, too. Ellensburg
In 1961, Central changed it's and other items bearing the col- has several bowling alleys, a golf
name from Central Washington lege seal or the Wildcat mascott course and a city swimming pool.
College of Education to Central are also available.
Denim or slacks with sport
Washington State College.
shirts or sweaters are appropriJames E. Brooks was elected
The following items should be ate classroom wear for men. Coeds
President of Central. He took over musts on your college bound list; will favor skirt and sweater comfrom acting President Perry shoe shine equipment, alarm clock, binations or dresses. Casual dress
Mitchell who held the post from clothes hanger, drinking cup and is usually limited to Saturdays, to
1959 to 1961. Brooks graduated glass, study lamp, wash clothes the dorms on weekdays, or to
from Central in 1949 with a BA and soap. The college furnishes participation in sports activities or
degree.
one bath towel _and two hand work requiring casual dress-floatTed Kennedy, Senator from towels each week. You will want to building, car washes, etc.
Mrs. Olive Schneble was CUB
Massachutsetts, spoke to Centra! bring additfonal to~els and bath
students.
clothes.
director.
Daryl Basler was added to
Central's faculty as_ ~n assistant
professor of education.
.
Central, Whitworth and Eastern
were tied for the Evergreen ,
Conference baseball lead.
The College Union Building ·
(CUB) .was nearing completi?~ at
Jack Cady, well known writer, . The American Literary Anthology
an estimated cost of $9 ~illion. teacher and lecturer, will be in in 1971..
Gay!~ McEachern was editor of .Ellensburg May 16-17 participatFor more information on the
th~ Crier-!.
,,
ing in . the Western States Arts Writer's Workshop activites, call
Under the Colle~e column by Foundation's Writer's Community the English department at 963Judy Harmon, this entry ap- Workshops Project. Cady, from 1546 or 963-3341. The Writer's
pe~red:
. .
Washington State, will conduct a
Community Workshops are sup-.In ~961, a Michigan State reading at the Public Library, and ported in part by a special grant
Umvers1ty Professor _used_ Mad will conduct lectures and a mas- from the Literature Program of
ter's session on Central's campus. the National Endowment for the
magazines as the c!ass text..
Napoleon, the Little Corsican,
· Cady is one of two of the twelve Arts.
played at the ~G~ (St~dent Go~- writers participating in the workernment Association) dime movie shop who has published short
of the week on May 19, 1961. stories.
In additiqn to his writing, he has
A national advertise~e~t feat.u~ed the Chevy Corvair m the taught in the English department
FRIDAY, MAY 20
Crier. ·
at the University of Washington
• The Central Swingers will
A special announcement fro~ until 1973, and through 1974, he
offer
a concert at 8 pm in Hertz on
the Dean of ~~men appeare? m taught at Kr.ox College in Galesboth Friday and Saturday.
Lhe May 19 edition of the Cner.
burg, Illinois. He also has taught at
'Dean again pleads 'no bare
Clarion State College in Clarion, - • Orchesis will be performing in
the Threepenny Playhouse at 8:30
kl)ees'. All off-camous women are Pennsylvania and at the Centrum
pm on Friday and Saturday.
requested to please observe Foundation in Port Townsend.
SUNDAY, MAY 22
wearing apparel regulation as all Over the past several years, he
The Seattle Philharmonic Conon-campus women are asked to has lectured in nearly fifteen
cert will be held in Hertz Hall at 2
do," Mrs. Alice Lowe, dean of universities in seven states.
pm.
women, requested. "This means no
The workshop project is the
* The Wayne Hertz Festival will
?~rmudas or sla~ks may b~ worn foundation's first touring program
m the CUB or library durmg the in the field of literature, and is begin at 8 pm in McConnell
week."
sponsored -by Central's English - Auditorium. _
TUESDAY, MAY 24
In the "questions about what to department.
* Disco Night will feature Philabring" in the freshman handbook
Carly's collection of short stordelphia
Sound in the SUB cafeteria
this gem appeared: "High school ies, The Burning won the Iowa
letterman or pep squad sweaters Award for short fiction in 1972. from 8 pm to 11 pm.
* There will be an Orchestra
should be left at home; Central is Other stories appear in the Best
American Short Stories for the Concert in Hertz Hall at 8 pm .
your Alma Mater now.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 25
The college bookstore carries years 1966, 1969, 1970 and 1971.
* Goofy's featured band will
almost everything you will need His works were also included in
perform in the SUB Pit at noon.
*Papa Johns will begin at 8 pm
in the SUB Pit.
.'
* The Madrigal Singers will be
presenting a concert at 8 pm in
Hertz Hall.
t~
THURSDAY, MAY 26
H-dqUarten for
* There will be a fine arts event
~
RINTALS AND .Mm
in th~ SUB Pit at noon. \
_
·
. .IPAIU
* There will be an outdoor band
concert held at Memorial Park at 8
el.AllGI SILICTION
pm. If it should happen to rain, the
Of DISCOUNT UCOllDS
concert will be moved to Hertz. at
the same time.

•
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ICC soo··n to make investigation

International studies program scrutiniZed
ByDAViDADAMS
Due to the continuing investigation of the International Studies Program, the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) will be at
Central sometime in the near
future to look into concerns exp£_e_s~~d_ by the_ Crjer. _
Two of the concerns to be investigated are: 1. International Studies Program's authority for interstate travel and 2. If ICC
regulations were violated in the
leasing of buses by the Interna_tional Studies Program.
Robert Dubay of the Portland
ICC office has been asked to look
into.the matter by the San Antonio
office which has jurisdiction over
the crossing points used by the
buses.
According to ICC officials in Los,
Angeles, Phoenix, Fort Worth and ·
San Antonio, an ICC permit is
necessary to have authority to
travel. The route the buses take
and information on the type of
insurance are just a few of the
other requirements of the ICC.
But the former head of the
International Studies Program,
Clair Lillard said, "I never made
an ICC application. There is a
letter on file from Washington DC
saying we are exempt from ICC
regulations."
Lillard said the issue went
before the Administrative Law of
Judges who said the ~ternational
Studies Program was. exempt.
However; when asked to see the
letter, Lillard said, "I don't know
where the letter is or who would
have it. I no longer have International Studies correspondence."
As of this writing, Don Schliesman, dean of undergraduate studies is searching for the letter.
The most recent director of the
program, Rosco Tolman said, "Central's system was such that they
did not need a permit." Tolman
said the Arizona office stated,
"Our system was in complete
compliance with regulations and
the system was set up in conjunction_ with ICC to !l!ll,_ke sure they
complied with federal regulations."

"If the bus was leased," Tolman
said, "it is our vehicle and therefore did not need a permit. We do
not have and have not ever had an
ICC permit.':-,.
However, Tolman said he never
talked with an ICC official personally. "That was done by Lillard.'' Tolman then said an ICC
official who doesn't know the facts
could not speak accurately about
Central's system of transporting
students.

The officer in charge at the Los
Angeles office, A. K. Yallowitz,
referred, to the bus system as a
"far reaching type of operation.''
He said, "When a company .or organization is operating privately
they are totally responsible and
have to assume all the risks of
operation."
Yallowitz said he recalled someone inquiring about three or four
years ago whether such an operation as described would be legal.
He said his answer was no, it
would not be. He said the laws had
.not changed in four years.
Said Yallowitz, "This is my own
speculation, but when somebody is
sophisticated as they are, they are
aware of the ramifications of the
.Jaw and are taking steps to evade
it. I don't believe someone ignorant of the law would go to so
much trouble," he said.
C. W. Bunger of the Fort Worth
office said Central would need
authority to travel in his opinion.
He said, "They can't qualify for
casual or occasional travel.''
, In 1976 one bus was stopped in
Laredo, Texas. Senator Henry M.
Jackson's office was asked to
intervene ·in the matter. Jackson's
office was primarily responsible
for getting the bus and bus driver
released to continue the trip from
Laredo.
According to Owen Clarke, assistant attorney general for Central, a payment of $80 was made to
the Magistrate Court in Arizona.
Clarke said, "The payment was
made for a Mexican' driver cited
for failure to comply in keeping a
daily travel log.''
Edward Harrington, vice president for academic affairs, defen-

drivers' wag.es.':
ded the bus service by saying,
"Their only complaint was that
Yet in the June 12, 1975 letter to
they did not have the travel log in
Senator Jackson, Lillard stated
proper form.''
they "did lease buses with drivHarrington believes it was the
ers.'' Tolman had said drivers
ICC who stopped the bus. He said,
were provided most of the time by
"Since they stopped the bus, I
the bus company owner.
assume they knew we were operaYallowitz of the Los Angeles
ting and knew what authority the office contradicted Lillard's and
buses were traveling under.''
Tolman's earlier claims by saying,
Dawkins of the San Antonio ICC "All people working in connection
office that heads 23 states said, "It with
transporting
students
. was probably th~ state who to Mexico have to be employees of
the college.''
stopped that bus.''
""The state has adopted their law
"Thecompany where Central got
of transportation from Federal law the buses and the drivers for the
unde1 Lhe Department of Trans- buses must be 'separate and
portat10n. The ICC may not have distinct entities.' Drivers cannot
evea received a copy of that be supplied by the bus company."
particular report on the stoppage
Bunger, from the Fort Worth
of the bus. Some reports we do Office cited three cases found in
receive and some we don't," Daw- ~he ICC Jaw hook on Interstate
kins said.
A letter explaining the bus
operation and history was requested by Jackson's office after
the Laredo incident. The letter
dated June 12, 1975 from Lillard
stated, among other items that the
Central will publish its fourth
college has a "written lease stipu- volume of Career Newspaper this
lating the conditions and that they summer quarter. The paper will be
lease the bus with drivers."
about four pages-long and contain
Tolman confirmed this by say- current job statistics of interest to
ing, "A variety of arrangements students here at Central.
were made in the bus lease
The paper will contain undated
agreements.'' He added by saying material lasting for the current
one of the arrangements was that. quarter.
the owner of the bus company
It will include some labor stasupplied drivers and the buses tistics, and will show some of the
were rented with drivers most of :current labor trends. The paper
the time.
will also show a history of some of
However, Tolman said he never !he past labor trends.
had been involved in the lease
ln addition, it will explain some
negotiations and he never talked of the new and emerging programs
with an ICC official personally. at Central.
"That was done by Clair Lillard,"
The paper will show statistics on
he said.
recent graduates of Central and
Lillard in a February 3, 1977 their employment percentages. It
taped interview said the program will also break these graduates
which he headed leased the buses. down into their specific majors,
He said if they rented buses with and examine how many are emfuel, drivers and insurance that ployed in thier chosen field.
that was considered chartering
The paper is available in Sub
and the ICC would not give a 212. President l:!rook's office mails
permi_t.
a copy to prospective students
Some of the contracts dealing inquiring about Central.
with the renting of buses st.ated
the International Studies Program
would "be responsible for the
actual cost of motor fuel used and
shall _hire drivers and p~y said

~ere_ ~1:1forcec!.

Dawkins of the San Antonio
office concured with Yallowitz and
Bunger by saying, "Buses and
drivers cannot be hired on one.
contract. The bus company cannot
supply drivers.'' Dawkins referred
to the three cases stated by
Bunger.

Career paper
slated for
summer

Get A Good Used

Bike At A Price
You Can Afford I
75DT1758, HODml.
$575
75 DT 1758, 2500 ml
$550
72 Rauda 70 Trail
$175
78YZ125C
$825
72 LT2 MXlOO
$195
73LT3 100 Endmo
$325
74 RD 250, extended forks. $595
7Z Kawasaki 90
$195
75 RD 350, super clean
$650
73 XR 75 Honda
$295
74·TX 500, Street, 4000 miles oil
cooler
$1095
72 250 Rickman
$395
76 RM 370
$750
72 Yamaha 125 Enduro
$395
72 Yamaha 651Cbopper $1050
72 Yamaha 380 Endmo
$500
71175 Endaro, es:cellent $395.
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BRICK

Changes recommended
for grad programs
.The Council for Postsecondary MS program and to offer them as
Education has recommended cer- options within that program.
In reading these proposed chantain changes in the graduate
programs offered at Central. ges, one must remember they are
C_hanges listed in this article are proposals and are not definite. If
tentative and subject to subse- anyone has any specific ideas or
opinions concerning these proposquent modification.
The departments mentioned and
changes noted are: Art-the
Med in art education be phased out
as current students finish their
studies~ Business Education-the
M.Ed. in business education be
consolidated into one program
designated master of Education in
Business and Distributive Education in Business and Distributive
Education; Chemistry-the MS
program in chemistry be phased
oiit as current students finish their
studies; English-the MA and
M.Ed. programs be combined to
form the MAT designation; History-the MA program be phased
out as current students finish their
studies; Home Economfcs_:_the
M Ed in home economics and
master's program in family studies
be phased out as current students
finish their studies; Mathematicsthat the MS and M Ed programs
be phased out and replaced by the
MAT designation; Psychology-to
consolidate their counseling psych- ology, experimental psychology,
school counseling and school psychology, programs into a single

Travel pertaining to the concerns
earlier stated. The cases consisted
of orie rule of the Commission's law
book and two documented court
cases.
Bunger said a $200 minimum
fine for each trip in violation of
ICC regulations could be imposed
if Central authorities were found
to be in violation. That would be
approximately $10,000 Central
might have to pay if ICC rules

als they should contact the chairperson of the respective department. A complete copy of the
report is on file in the Faculty
Senate Office, College Library and
Graduate School of Research Office.

4th Anniversary

$20,000 INVENTORY
10%-50% off

SAVINGS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
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Friday May 13th:
NASH BAND

Saturday May 14th:
RANGER BILL

&
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Tl-f E ROUGHRIDERS

Sunday May 15th:
-DREAM BOAT
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Opinion page
By Gail Fo·rsman

'Kids' hamper games room profit, pleasure
Ah, the Games Room. Central's
haven for students· to get away
from the pressures of grades,
tests, and hangovers. Here a
person can spend hours playing
pool, foosball or pinball. Here is a
place where anyone could spend
very little money and have a good
time. But what- about those who
don't pay anything to use the
· Games Room? This happens constantly, mostly with the pinball
machines.
I will spend anywhere from fifty
cents to two dollars, depending
how my luck goes when I play the
pinball machines. This doesn't
bother me because sometimes I
will be lucky enough to win a few
games. I have witnessed many
times in the games room, people,
mostly younger people, rack up
fifteen or sb~teen games on a
machine without putting in a dime.
This is what bothers me. They will
· literally pick up the machine and
drop it to rack up any number of
games. To this day I don't think
that they have put any money into
these machines. Ingenious you
say? It doesn't matter to you

because you don't use the Games going at once, you would have to
Room?
be intentionally ignoring it if you
Even if you don't use the Games didn't hear the crash, let alone
Room, you still may be paying being blind nQt seeing it happen.
for these people's free games on Many times I have told them that
the machines, and much more. If if they keep up dropping the
these machines don't make enough machines, tilting them on purpose
money, there won't be enough and banging on the glass, they will
profit to pay rent on them. The break them. Usually I just get
profit that is made in the Games glares and mumbled curses under
Room also pays the attendant's their breath as a reply.
salary. But because these people
Another thing is their language.
are fixing it so that they can get I haven't lived a sheltered life, but
any number of free games without the language that r hear from·
money involved, the machines these "children" is some of the
aren't making any profit. If there most disgusting that I have ever
isn't any profit from these ma- heard. Many times I have been so
chines the money has to come from repulsed that I had to leave.
somewhere. So the money comes
I'm not claiming that all the
from the recreation fund, which is machines are being broken befunded by the BOC which comes cause of these delinquents, befrom various sources, including cause they aren't. I have witthe students.
nessed so called adults bang on the
But the main thing that I don't glass of the machines, so hard that
understand is how these kids get one glass plate is now cracked.
away with it. When they drop the They also beat on them so hard
machines it makes a very loud that they move them around on
noise. You would have to be 75 per the floor. These are probably the
cent deaf not to hear it. And if a same people who complain when
person is playing pinb11-ll, even four or five machines are broken
over the noise of all the machines down at the same time.

Who is going to stop all these
goings on In the Games Room? I
feel that since people are being
paid to attend to the games room,
they should kick out anybody who
is using them illegally, beating on
the glass or using adverse language. But that's only the start.
I feel that since most of us are
now considered adults, we should
start acting like them. If you set a

'By Stu McMullen

Ready cameras
for Spring
For many photographers, spring
is a time when one brings the
camera down from the closet shelf.
In doing so, however, there are a
few things that one should do
before going out and shooting the
world.
The first thing to do is check the
battery in the camera. If it is over
six months old and has not been
used recently, it should be re-

By CJint Robbins

ERA meets with weakened support
Causes born with enthusiasm
and strong initial support have the
unenviable tendency to attract an
even more enthusiastic, stronger
backlash. Such is the case with the
proposed amendment to the federal constitution which is supposed
to insure equality for women.
Equal
Rights
Amendment
[ERA] supporters, many of them
mothers and/or wives, built up
great support a few years ago
when the idea was young and the
feminist movement was at its
peak. As provided for by law, the
amendment was offered to the
various state legislatures for their
approval after Congress had led
the way.

One of the 35 has even indicated Places honest Americans know
a willingness to reverse its earlier cannot really exist)?
pledge of support to the amendKilian's article appeared in a
ment.
recent issue of the Herald·ReTime is running out for the public, which kind of follows when
possibility of the amendment's you tbink about it.
passing (only a few more years
One must be careful, of course,
without proper ratification and the
image of American hypocrisy will not to mistake decent humor for
be restored). Many journalists and the truth, like when_Richard Spock
other comediaps have added salt jokingly murdered eight women.
to the wounds of Lady Liberty by It · is always easiest to spoof a choosing this moment in history to movement that holds little benerenew attacks on women who fits for the one doing the spoofing.
don't quite measure up to the Kilian has a job, albeit an obviousstandards set by beauty contest . ly squalid one.
winners, equine princesses and
Many of the movement's strongsoap opera prima dons [sic].
est opponents are women who
Yes, Virginia. There is hope typify the very reason for the
· Rapid state backing accumu- we'll return to the good ol' days
lated as the amendment appeared when men were men and women amendment. Anyone who can actually think an ERA passage will
to be roaring home. Women began were just there.
bring coed rest rooms (or is Kilian
contemplating what a life of true
"Militant mothers, as well as playing with our funny bones?)
equality would be like before the
new encyclopfil)ias even thought militant women who are not must surely have been raised with
about adding this all}endml;lnt to mothers, who are not even mar- substandard opportunities to actheir sections on the US Constitu- ried and who loathe the very idea quire a · decent education.
of husbands." This is the insipid
tion.
Certainly many of the women
phrase used by Chicago Tnbune who speak against the amendment
As surely as it had gotten off the
laggard Michael Kilian to describe are frightened of the new responground with such great promise,
the members of the National sibilities true equality will bring. If
the ERA ground to a typically ,
Organization for Women (NOW). only they could understand. that
conservative American stop. Three
states now separate the amendHow can one use the adjective the amendment's adoption will
ment from a nice thought to a legal "militant" in this context when assist in the recovery of women
reality as only 35 state legislatures there are plenty of places where from the back seat of the car to, in
have indicated their willingness to its use would be legitimate {e.g., some cases (as often as for men),
move from medieval to modern the Ku Klux Klan, the neoNazi the head of the company.
times.
movement in the US and other
The columnist mentioned above
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good example and stop acting like
immature little brats in the Games
Room, 'then maybe these children
will stop copying adults. But if this
doesn't stop them, I see that the
only alternative is to permanently
keep anyone abusing the rules out
of the Games Room. Since they
aren't putting any money into the
machines anyway, what will we be
losing?

is only a small pebble on the beach
of reactionary dribble. Kilian is in
a motley group along with former
California governors, talk-show
hosts and Mayberry gas station
attendants. Their concern for current events ends where their
status quo pay checks begin.
Various church organizations
and sects too have gotten into the
argument, dragging God .into a
debate She thought was settled
when the Amazons beat the hell
out of the Yanks. Millions of years
spent in the pursuit and then
repression of women have left men
such as the God-fearing churchregulars with an advanced sense of
superiority.
The above discussion was carried on at length last quarter in
the letters column of this newspaper and it became clear that
nothing short of a collect call from
the Almighty would change the
minds of those in favor of keeping
women in bondage.
All to often the argument is
made that women have achieved
equality because of their increased
entrance into the job market. How
satisfying it must be to have a job
with about as much chance for
advancement as the Chicago Cubs.
What good fortune it is to be able
to say with pride, "Meet my
husband. He has a working wife, a
working car, a working watch ...
and each is a most rewarding
posit ion."
Let us not compare wit with
Kilian and other Mervs, though, as
the awful reality of the situation is
beyond amusing remarks.
The tragedy is simply that
fifteen states, at least three in
particular, are puncturing what
little is left of the visions of the
men and women who shaped
through sweat the early hope ot
this nation.
Similar to a fine smile on a dying
patriot, the Equal Rights Amendment is being blasted away by the
forces of the mediocre. So long
humanitarian America, hello tsarist obsucrantism.

placed. If you are unsure about the
battery's age, replace it or take it
down to a good photography shop
and have them check it for you. If
you do buy a new battery, write
the date that you bought it on the
camera's storage box, so that next
time you will know.
Next, clean the lens and camera.
You should follow the directions
that came with the camera to get
the best possible results. Many
people use their T-shirts or toilet
paper to clean their camera, but
this practice will only lead to the
scratching of the camera lens,
especially the plastic ones found on
most instamatic cameras. Use only
lehs tissue paper and liquid lens
cleaner. To remove small dust
particles, use a small paint brush
(a 00 or 0), but remember to brush
only lightly. Do not use your

fingers to remove dirt. This will
only create new scratches.
Once "the camera is clean, check
the film you have around the house
and see what expiration date is
stamped on the film. If you are
approaching the expiration date,
either use the film up, or put the
film in the freezer compartment of
the refrigerator. By storing the
film in this cold area, the expiration date may virtually be disregarded.
Many professional photographers, in order to save money,
purchase large quantities of film
and use this practice to keep the
film fresh until needed. If. they
stored the film at regular temperatures the film would expire
before they could use it. To use
frozen film, just take it out of the
freezer about 24 hours before
needed, and you too will not have
to worry about the expiration
date.
If you are out of film, do not rush
out and purchase film at a local
store, instead go out and purchase
a photo magazine instead. Located
in the back section of these
magazines are the advertisements.
Among the advertisers are film
processors, who, if you buy film
from them, will be able to save you
up to 50 per cent on film and film
processing. For example, in the
recent issue of Photography there
is an ad for 110 Kodacolor II print
film (20 exposures) with developing and printing for only $4.90.
The same thing for 12 exposures is
only $3.30. This company in New
Jersey returned a friend's prints a
day faster than one of the local
establishments that charges over
$2.00 more for the same service.
35mm camera fans can save even
more by using the advertisements
in the back of these magazines. If
you have any question~ give me a
call at 925-5137.
By the way, women sunbathers
b")ware .. .I understand that Paul
Fridlund just got a new telephoto
lens ...

.:
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To the editor

Journalist's style
praiseworthy
Even though he looks like one of
the original Flying Enchilada Sisters, I'd like to commend Jon
Daigneault on his fine weekly
column, "It's a Happenin." Such
eloquence in journalism this side of
Thorp is indeed rare. Phrases like
"you wanna puke" and "his old
band beat me up. . . what
happened four minutes ago" are
lyrics to · my eyes.
With a litlle less work, and a
little more luck, Jon could secure a
column in the back of The Rolling
Stone magazine reviewing warped
albums. Who knows, tomorro~_
The Rollin~ Stone today the Crier.

Keep up the good work, an~ oh,
sorry. I don't have a guest ~d1to~
ial for this week. Hope this will
suffice.

that these five characters deserve
lo be recognized with the rest.
Mrs. Patti, played by (:;hris
Caples, was a· unique, hateful, yet
personable character. Chr~s di!1
Bill Kossen
an exceptional job in delivering
Jr. Mass Comm
the difficult role. Debbie Shockley
did an outstanding job of adding
spunk and personality to the
character of Florence. Timothy
Tewey did an excellent job in
bringing out the comparatively
small role of the character of
Sammuel Savage. Hannib'al was
played by Jeff Crowe, who did a
remarkable job in his first CWSC
After reading the review of The
production. Pam Beatty1 who portrayed Miss Willie, did a fine job in
Curious Savage that appeared in
last week's Crier, I couldn't help
bringing out a straight character
but wonder if the reporter either
in the midst of much comedy.
slept through the majority of the
In regards to the use of Threeplay' or had severe bladder penny, I feel that it was the
problems. This seemed to be the perfect setting for the play. With
only explantation of the absence of the audience surrounding the stfive characters in the review. I feel age, they had a chance to become

.

Play review
inaccurate

J

more involved, and did so many
tim~s. Perhaps we should look at
the blocking as the reason for the
poor visibility experienced by
some.
In the reviews to come, I
sincerely hope that the reporters
take the time to notice and
comment on each character on the
stage.
Thank you,
Debbie Gallagher

Donations
appreciated
Congratulations to the students
and faculty donors whose cooperation made the blood drawing last
Wednesday so successful. The
mobile unit collected 155 pints.

Preparation for each drawing is
the combined effort of a numb~r of
volunteers. sincere appreciation is
due to Dr. Wilma Moore and the
students enrolled in the health
education classes\ 'I_'_hese men and_
women do an excellent job every
time.
1'
We also appreciate the publicity
giveri the drawings by the media
Campus Crier, KCWS radio and
television, King Video and KXLE.
Special mention needs to be made
of the local women who sit at the
reception tables and prepare and
serve refreshments.
It was a very good day and
thanks to everyone who helped,
Sincerely yours,

P. Douce, PhD
Faculty Coordinator
ASC Blood Drive Program

C~~~----------O_P_IN_IO_N________________,)
By Stan Noteboom

Dining hall scrape lines face monotony

After many seemingly endless
hours working the "scrapeline" at
the college dining halls, it has
been found the average worker
can become extremely bored.
The question you're probably
asking yourself if you partake in
the meals at Holmes or Commons
Dining Hall is "What can I, the
responsible, caring student, do for
my brothers and sisters on the
scrapeline to ease their burdens?"
To start off, you must be able to
empathize with them. In order to
do this you need to understand
what mysterious things happen
after you set your tray on the
conveyor belt a:nd it slowly moves
toward the scrapeline and disappears into a little square hole.
On the other side of that
opening, the first/worker takes the

glasses, cups and silverware off
the tray and puts them in their
. respective racks. Then the tray
moves fo the second worker who
dumps all paper into the garbage,
slides the remaining dishes and
food into a trough filled with
circulating water and stacks the
empty tray on a shelf above the
belt.
The last person cleans the food
off the dishes using the water from
the trough. The water current
takes the food to the end of the
scrapeline where there is a disposal waiting to chew it up.
Recent studies have shown that
the tedious work and constant
movement of the trays coming
down the belt has a hypnotizing
effect on the scrapeliners, often
resulting in deviant behavior such

By Robin Cam po

Labor party ousts OWLS
First of all, these folks harrass
you on the streets howling about
the dangers of thermonuclear war
and Rocy's drug pushers. Then,
they call you names you don't hear
on TV when you refuse to pay
(hem a qu:•rter for the cat box
liner upon which is printed all of
this earth-shattering information.
To top this off, they leave those
ugly posters stuck to everything in
creation promoting some guy named
LaRouche for President. (According to the official vote tabulation
even some fellow named Others
got more votes than LaRouche.)
I'm speaking, of course, of the US
Labor Party, the crybabies of the
American Political system.
Up until a few week~ ago they
were a tolerable bunch of folks--a
little gung ho but otherwise OK.
But now they've exceeded my
liberal tendencies with their latest
·escapade: they. filed suit to remove the OWL Party candidate
from the ballot in the 7th Congressional race.
Much to my dismay, some
balloon brain of a judge agreed
with the Labor Party's contention
that the OWL's were not a serious
party and were making a mockery
of the political process. Well,
buddies, who in the Sam Hill are
you guys to tell the folks in the 7th
District who they can or cannot
vote for? I never once thought I
would be usine the term "creeping
socialism" but friends, a dead
skunk smells like a dead skunk.
There's no way to avoid it.

By now, you might have gotten
the impression I don't agree with
the court's decision and you're
· right. Having voted a straight (?)
OWL Party ticket last fall (except
the one vote for Karl Herrmann
who was perhaps my last chance to
vote for an alleged crook having
passed up Nixon in 1972) I feel an
obligation to stand up for this legit
third party.
The OWL's are loonies and
insane folks but they represent a
vital part of our American system
that of the legal protest. The
OWL's made no efforts to disguise
the BS and the cockamamie nonsense in their platforms unlike
other candidates.
This honesty, this candor, this
outright violation of common political practice is what attracted so
many voters last fall. But I draw
the line when someone violates
that tradition, in effect, by telling
my who I can't vote for. The gall of
those people!
Through meticulous and diligent
deduction · (my profs would be
pleased to know I have · such
capabilities) I have arrived at the
real reason the Labor Party wanted the OWL's off the ballot. It is,
simply, that they did not want to
suffer (twice within a year's tin:ie)
the humiliation, the embarrassment, the supreme demoralization
of having the OWL Party can.didate get more votes than the
Labor Party candidate. And that's
the truth.

as throwing silverware in the
garbage and putting the waste
paper in the silverware rack.
To add to their problems, they
usually have a student supervisor
breathing down their backs, who
feels just because he is paid more
he has the right to yell at them for
any little slip up.
A dependable cure for this
neurotic trance overcoming the
scrapeliners is a note written on a
napkin by some thoughtful student
diner, because it requires the
receivers who read it to use their
intellect. This breaks their monotonous and unthinking labors.
It may arouse them further
when they realize there is someone out there who cares. Surprisingly, a message as simple as,
"What are you doing tonight?"
from an anonymous sender may
keep a worker alert for the rest of
the shift. The worker is free to let
his imagination roam about who
the sender is, because a separating
wall hides the truth of the notewriter's sex and appearance.
Several times a person has
overcome this barrier by lying
down on the conveyor belt and
letting it take him or her to the
scrapeline. To suggest that seeing
a live body come down the belt
surprises the workers out of their
hypnotic trance would be an
understatement.
However, this method of helping
the scrapeliners stay alert is to be
discouraged because the intruders
find they get quite wet and dirty
and that the hole they had to
travel through is dangerously
small.
One should also note that some
things well-meaning people send

down the scrapeline· only depresses the workers and deepens their
neurotic state. Plates and glasses
cemented to the tray with honey
are among them. Other diners try
to give the workers some refreshment by sending them mixed
drinks made of thing like soda po.p,
mashed potatoes and broccoli. But
employees are not allowed to eat
or drink on the job so the
temptation of the drink only
disappoints them and adds to their
stupor.
Another temptation came down
lhe
line one day that really
excited one of the workers. When
one girl picke_d up an unfolded
napkin from a tray and found a
harmless garter ~pake underneath, it excited her right out of
Lhe dining hall.
The scrapeliners do appreciate
C_'.eativity, however. One of their

favorites is when a face is made on
a plate using leftover food.(it often
reminds them of their friends).
And here have been some beautiful panoramic scenes done on the
trays with lakes snowcapped mountains that would compare with
one of the concoctions at Farrell's
Ice Cream Parlors.
Some of the students you see on
campus with glazed looks in their
eyes are not always high. They are
scrapeliners coming home in a
daze from their last shift. Now
they'd like to go out and have a
good time but because they've
spent, so much time on the scrapeline, the only thing they have to
look forward to is a pile of
homework.
If you see one uf these poor,
dazed souls around campus, why
not cheer him up. Take a scrapeliner to lunch.

r·Pc;i;~-o;~·~·;··1
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WAR~FAIR
THURSDAY

l /2 off for first
month of IE;)ssons
for beginners

Applications are now open for an
editor for summer quarter and one
for fall quarter. Must submit resume and
cover letter to Mass
Media Office, L & L 345.
For more in.formation, call
Campus Crier 963-1026 or
Mass Media O.ffice 963-3342
Deadline .for applications,
"Jfay 31 at 4 pm.
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Drinkwater recaps 1975 BOC rise
By CLINT ROBBINS
A new form of student government was institued three years
ago at Central following the collapse of the traditional system.
John Drinkwater, director of
student activites, said the old
president, vice president, etc.
form of government had been
faltering at Central and in winter
1974 it finally breathed its last
bureaucratic breath "as the president, vice president and the others
simply walked out leaving no
student government at all."
A committee was formed by the
college to research possibilities for
a new system and so was born the
present Board of Control (BOC)
government representing students.
"The BOC was conceived more
or less as a city council in the very
beginning with the chair rotating
each quarter so there is no buildup of power," Drinkwater said.
"The ch~irperson chairs the meeting, sets the agenda, sits on the
Board of Trustees and college
president's advisory council and is
a representative to the State
College Council."
Drinkwater said in the first year
of operation "we had a constiution
and an idea of what we might be
about. We received $57,000 for our

budget to administer and run a
social activities program.
"We began setting up structures
to concentrate in the social activities area which had been dead at
Central. A program agency was
developed with five students each
in charge of an area: concerts,
special events, films, dances and
publicity."
Most of the responsibility for
carrying out policy suggestions
from the BOC fell with Drinkwater
in that first year as had been
provided in the constitution. "After the BOC passed policy, the
constitution said the executive
manager was to carry out policy
with the aid of task forces and
committess."
A Joint Committee on Committees chooses the members of the
·Program Agency and the selecmust be approved by
tions
Drinkwater. The joint committee
is make up of two representatives
from Residence Hall Council, one
from the BOC, the associate dean
of student development and a
member from the campus judicial
council.
The goal of the BOC, said
Drinkwater, "was first to set
policy, and we ,1egotiated with the
college to bring back large concerts to Central.
"The emphasis began to change

last spring as new members on the
council began to look at what
students need as well as social
activities. The BOC became involved in issues and put out the first
student handbook in four years
which will be revised again this
year."
An interest in state politics
began to develop as the new
members broadened the scope of
the BOC. "With this new interest,
the members looked at the frustration with the structure of the BOG.
Constitutionally, the BOC was
restricted to just meeting and
voting.
"Then last summer," said Drinkwater, "some constitutional changes were made to allow for more
control and administration by the
BOC itself. With this, the five
members can become involved
with entire programs instead of
just passing policy."
Research is done by individual
members into student needs, with
the proposals of the BOC member
brought before the entire group
for discussion. "It was felt the
students should have as much to
do with the process as possible.
"With the new duties of the
BOC, I began to get more into the
role of advisement," Drinkwater
said. "There is now more balance
as the board has the purse strings

Strings medley tops 'Fest' t0 d a y
By ROSE HULSMAN\
The New Photographies art
show, including a variety of photographic works, is currently being
shown as part of the Festival of
the Arts, which itself opened May

9.

Other activities during the week
included a special concert and
performance by the Bou-Saada
Dance Troupe on Monday evening,
a Romanian Folk Music program
Tuesday evening, the Blaine High
~

Ellen;burg" Bicycle Shop

"Ill

IB1® 0CC~®Il®
Takar;t's
Peugeo1 ' s
8 1cvcles • A@pa1rs · Satet · S.l"lltef
...Clowd Monday' s • 307 N M•in ... 925·3326 ......

School band, choir and swing
group at 2 pm today; a Central
strings concert at noon tomorrow
and performances of a stageplay,
Doctor's Dilemma which opened
on W eanesday and will run through Saturday.
An invitational jazz festival
highlighting the activities will be
held tomorrow night, Friday May
13 in Hertz Hall. The performances will involve jazz choirs and
bands from five high schools. They
are: Connell, Roosevelt, Kentridge, Kent-Meridian and Lewis
and Clark _of Spokane.
On Saturday night, additional
high school choirs, bands and
combos will perform. They will be
from Lake Washington, Franklin,

Roq~evelt.

and Battleground High

Schools.
·The big feature of Salurday
night will be Ramsey Lewis and
the Central jazz band and choir in
•a special concert. The concert will
be at 8 pm at Nicholson Pavilion.
Cost for advance student tickets is
$4 each.
Ja-zi cliri1cs will be conducted as
part of the festival with wellknown Wenatchee musicians, Don
Lanphere and Jon Pugh helping
students during the Saturday
morning session and with Ramsey
Lewis serving as a clinician late
that afternoon.
More information on the Fesival of Arts weekend can be found
:it the SUB information booth.

Record Sale!
$1.98 and.up

Blues. How about 12 hot cuts from tt:le incredible soul
of L1ghtn1ng Hopkins for $1.98? You say you want some thing classical? How about Handel's Water Music for
81 .98) You want Ike and· Tina for $2.69? Heyw1th these prices you can afford to take a
chance and try something different. So
come on in and check out our incredi ·
ble Record Sale at the

•

and can make allocations for which
I sign."
This year's budget increasP.d to
$96_,000 and Drinkwater said the
total revenue may be $120,000 as
"we've learned how to make
money.
"The activities program this
year at Central may be stronger
than ever because of the good
personnel we've had. The board's
hand's weren't tied and we had
last summer to organize for this
year.
Central's social activities program is probably second only to
Washing;ton State University in
the state. We compete very
strongly with other schools in the
services offered ...

aware of the direction," Drinkwater said.
Programs outlined by the BOC
last fall, he noted, "really began to
blossom this winter, and we decided to go with a lower key program.
For instance, there was no major
concert this winter. Th_e ~ard will
probable follow that same format
next year--hard in fall and spring,
easy in winter--as it works pretty
well."
In the "new student week"
events, the outdoor coffee· house
entertainment/picnic drew the largest approximate audience with
1500 in attendance. Young Frankenstein was the best-attended
movie with 805 viewers and a
Sonics game and George Benson
tied in the "large events" cateLast fall, the BOC members gory, each attracting 2,300 fans.
adopted five goals to follow inDrinkwater said with the individually and collectively:
creasing enrollments summer qu1. Provide a broad base social arters, "the BOC will need to
address itself to these students
activities program.
2. Improve communication and also. It is also important to
remember 2500 of Central's stuinteraction with the association.
3. Improve communication and dents are off-campus and still have
interaction between students and a right to be served.
"We've sent a survey to the
faculty /administration.
4. Represent and promote aware- off-campus students to find out
ness of student interests and what kinds of publications they
needs on the community, state and would like to receive."
With the faltering of some clubs
national levels.
5. Develop college community last fall, the BOC "assisted them
services to meet the needs of the throughout the year. We cosponsored the clubs and we've providassociation.
"It was the idea of the board last ed $500 to a Resource Sharing
fall to set collective goals and Team to tie the BOC closer to
jndividl;!~l objectives !!.§...We ~ecame residence hall activities."

of

Dance, art and
poetry underscore
Modern interpretive dance, performed by Ellensburg's Dance
Collective will be featured a's part
of Central's Festival of the Arts.
The dance event will be performed
at noon on Thursday, May 12 on
the grass-covered area south of
the L & L Building.
A kinetic art sculpture, constructed by Central art student
Sam Albright, will be integrated
into the dance. Midway during the
dance, Ellensburg poet Richard
Denner will read one of his
compositions. The dancing and
poetry will be backed with original
music composed and performed by
an Ellensburg group known as
Book of Clone.
The dancers performing will be
Anna Briggs, Richard Lampers,
Millie West, Donna Bayles, Jan
Mejer, Bev Shotts, Christie Br·
own, Jo Allen, Corky Esterly and

Bob Trapp. Book of Clone is
comprised of Sam Albright, guitar; Jim Francis, bass; Steve Fisk,
keyboard and harp synthesizer
and Joe Dee, percussion.
The Dance Collective is a group
of local people engaged in promoting dancing.
They welcome all
newcomers interested in the dance
field. The Magic Theater, located
in the Labor T.emple on 3rd St., is
an "open mike" coffee-house type
format sponsored by the Dance·
Collective every other Saturday
night, and many of the people in
the Dance Collective particip_!lte.
The Dance Collective also offers
dance classes on Tuesday and
Thursday morning from 10 am-12
pm,_ and on Wednesday night at
6 pm. Further information on the
Dance Collective is available from
either Millie West or Christie
Brown, 925-5418.

--
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These trips get awfully boring
A crowd of several hundred
gathered on May 3 to catch a
glimpse of the famed Clydesdales
from Anheuser-Busch Brewery,

\

A chance to ride on t.h e wagon.

.

'

despite unfavorable weather.

Photos by George May

~t

Look at all those people I

.
$traight from the horse's mouth.

We can't keep meeting like this

Entertainment

Arts

KCWS remodeled
and back in SUB
after summer fire
Through all the trials and tribulations and problems that kept
popping up at the most inopportune times, radio station KCWS 91
FM cable is now back on the air.
As Rob Lindman turned on-tlie
sign last Monday at 3 pm, a
six week delay came to an end and
KCWS started off another quarter
of campus radio. The station is
located' in the newly remodeled\
"Lair" in the SUB.

BACK ON THE AIR--Disc jockey "Sticky Stan"
Morris is one of several KCWS disc jockies back on

LIBERTY Theatre

the ~ir after six weeks of waiting. KCWS is located
on 91 FM cable.

OPEN 6:45 925-9511
PLAYS THRU TUESDAY
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We're
counting
on
you.
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Red Cross.
The Good Neighbor.

Plus Action Co-Hit

The cat of the decade.
The westem achenhn of a llfetlme.

JOHN WAYNE
lAUREN BACALL
"THE SHOOTIST''
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Narrator return 1n
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Budget Committee. "KCWS has
asked for more money because
some of the more strategic equipment has to be given back. We
have other costs as well," said
_Reynolds.
KCWS is manned completely by
volunteers in the Mass Media
department. These 12 dedicated
broadcast students have given a
considerable amount of their time
and energy to keep KCWS operaKCWS faced constant problems tional.
starting with the fire in the SUB
Besides being in a newly relast June. Since the station was modeled location, KCWS has new
located in the SUB at the time of broadcasting hours. Mondaythe fire, most of the equipment, Friday from 7:30 to 9-am and 3 pm
records and other items necessary to midnight. According to program
to nm a radio · station were director Talley, there will be some
destroyed. But according t~ Roger specialty programs.
Reynolds, interim manager until a
Said Talley, "This quarter there
student manager is nained, KCWS will be a 'New Album Preview
was and still is operable because of Show' and a 'Classical Album
equipment borrowed from sympa- Hour.' Hopefully there can be a
thetic commercial stations.
'Blue Grass Show', a 'Chicano
Reynolds also said that KCWS Show' and a 'Jazz/Funk/Soul Hour.'·
Next year, Talley said they are
has almost completely restocked
their record supply. Terry Talley, going to try to do some remote
program director, said, "The re- broadcasts, though none will be
, cords were provided by record tried this year.
companies." Because of this; Tal"We might record the Jazz Band
ley said, KCWS has a well stocked in the SUB Pit," said Talley. "Also
and up-to-date selection of records. the choir in Hertz is being considered and even recording Goofy's
There are a few other problems band might be a possibility."
still being overcome. Reynolds ex- Talley said there was a lot more
plains, "We are set up in Black
specialty shows and remote broadHall and broadcasted until the end
casts last year. He said there will
of winter quarter. It was then
be more next year for sure.
discovered that our budget was
Talley said, "Station programdepleted. At this time we have no
ming seems to reflect the needs of
budget."
However, according to Reynolds, the students. In my capacity as
a budget has been proposed to the programming director I will try to
keep things going." ·
According to mterim manager
Reynolds, "The station is mainly in
the process of re-organizing and
gearing up for next year. One
possibility for next year will be the
offering of credit to students
working in special areas such as
news and production.''
It is hoped by station personnel
this credit plan for next year will
help out the production and news ·
staff, as well as involving more
students with radio and the broadcast medium.
KCWS 91 FM cable was heard
by many listeners its first day on
the air. One listener said, "It
sounds pretty decent. I really like
it." Many others interviewed felt
the same way.

THE LAST

OPEN 6:45 925-4598
PLAYS AT 7:00 ONLY
ENDS TUESDAY

SCHOOL IS OUT.
LOVE IS IN.

ff'

'

"BAD MAN."

ACannon Group Inc. PresentatiOo
~

Color

WE TRADE

ELL EN

Drive-In

OPEN 8:15 925-3266
FRI., SAT. & SUN.

== 3 HITS OF TERROR!===
-

-

"BLOOD of GHASTLY HORROR"
2 "NAKED EVIL"
3
THE GORILLA GANG"
1

II

ITURt;f;/;;~~R~rr;;:~;

I

{~

Il

JESSE JAMES

[i RADIO SHOW COLLEGE STATION- I
:~;~~;THE

GRUPE CONFERENCE CENTER ,jm

la:OO
P.M. 26 MAY l 9ANo771
@h:::::::::::::::::~::::::~::::::::::~:::::::::::::::=:=:::::::::::::::::::=:::=:::::::::::::::::=:=:::=:=:=:=:::=:=:=:=:::::::::::::=:=:=:=:;:=:::::::::::::::=:=:=:dI

lP's and tapes
,good selection
of used lP's
OPEN SUNDAY
Records, Tapes,
Waterbeds & Furniture
510 NORTH RUBY STREET
ELLENSBURG, WA 98926
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It's a happenin'

... But they told
me to leave ...
by Jon Daigneault
Treading the thin line between
entertainment and boredom, Thin
Red Line funked out at Goofy's
last week. They were consistently
corny in their raport with the
audience. I mean, geez, playing the
"Simon says" game is about as unsophisticated as you can get. Their
music was clean and well mixed
but their selection was garbage
(unless you're a confirmed disco
maniac, then you probably would
have gotten off on it).
They weren't kidding when they
announced their number two set
... .it certainly was. I didn't stay
long enough to see the whole
show, however. When they played
a song called Get the Funk Out of
My Face, I thought tbey said, "Get
the funk (sic) out of this place," so·I
split.
There weren't many people at
Goofy's last Friday night. Most

THE DOCTOR'S DILEMMA attracted crowds the four nights it was presented in McConnell Auditorium.

.Orchesis plOyers dance
"Dances in the Key of Life," is said. "It ranges from Ronnie Laws
this spring's dance concert per- to Claude Debussy to original
- formed by Orchesis Central's stu- music. Heidi Drucker and Steve
dent dance ensemble. The per- Frisk wrote the music for Heidi's
formance is scheduled for May dance."
According to Mlgue1ifo Sllyder:
18-21 at 8:30 pm at Threepenny
prt)sident of Orchesis, the title
Playhouse in Barge Hall.
• · Orchesis meets regularly, prac- "Dances in the Key of Life" is a
ticing all school year. According to most appropriate name.
"We found dreams were motiLana Jo.Sharpe, Orchesis advisor,
._the main concentration of rehear- . vations for the dances," said
sals are in spring: four hours Snyder. "And that dances were
rehearsal per week for each dance the individual parts of the choreoSharpe said ~here are 15 dances to grapher. Each individual is dif_be rehearsed for spring perfor- ferent in his or her own life, hence,.
'Dances in the Key of Life.' "
mance.
There will be three solo dances.
"Hopefully, we will have one day
off during the week," said Sharpe. Miguelito Snyder, Elaine Goodey
• "But when you're into what you're and Bev Shotts will each perform
doing, you don~t mind putting in one dance. The dramatic range of
the dances vary. Jazz, modern
extra hours.''
Sharpe said, "I spend close to dramatic dance, comedy and pan-100 hours per week, three weeks tomime are the forms to be
before the performance to get encompassed in the production.
Costumes design has been done
everything ready, but to me it's
by the choreographers of the
worth it."
'· The music in the performance dances. There will be a wide
contains quite .a bit of jazz, variety of costume design, accorddassic_al and original music, Sharpe ing to Sharpe.

Central's stage band number
two did a promo for the First
Annual. Invitational Jazz Festival
in the SUB by playing professional
sounding- arrangements of stale
jazz. All the musicians were obviously talented musicians, but the
only _piece I really cared for was
Night in 'l'unesia with its odd
rhythm structure and melodic sax
: lines.
Michael Lord blew everybody
away down at Magic Theater
Saturday night. His vocals and
guitar playing were a treat for
sore ears, thus earing him the
"Just What This Town Needed"
awal_'d. I hope to see and hear a lot
more of him in the future .

ACUHO talkenergy

Two other members ot Urches1s,
Patrick Radford and Ellen
Pritchard described the upcoming
performance. "It's different from
concerts in the past because it
deals with abstract ideas and
different facets of life such as
dreams, temptations, fantasies and
reality: emotions which blend into
a fascinating and unique dance
experience.''

:
:

people had enough sense to go
home for Mother's Day, Appleblossom or to the Kesey-Ginsburg
trip in Eugene.

Central hosted the Northwest
Association of College and University Housing Officers on April
24-27, 1977. Topics included food
purchasing, housing management
techniques, energy conservation
aJ1d staff training.
Guest speakers were in abundance during the conference, some
were: Bill Bierbaum of WSU, "It's
Better in the Dark"; Nathaniel
Wagner of the UW, "The Sexual
Revolution"; and keynote speaker,
: Donald Wise, associate dean of
student development at Central.
Tours of the campus and facilit:
ies were highlighted by slide

presentations and an actual river
raft float on the Yakima. Elaine
Wright, Glenn Pennell and Wendell Hill of Central also gave a
presentation on The Conference on
Conferences they attended last fall
at Eastern Michigan University.
They learned how to better coordinate the conference programs at .
Central.
The conference was brought to
an end with a discussion of staff
selection modes and }raining for·
undergraduate staffers- by Bob
Hartman, assistant director ·for
residence living at Oregon State
University.

; ....... .
..........................................................
.
.
~- •
WE DEL-IVE·R .

~.~

. ut(H)

...

5-10 Wed., Thurs., Sun
5-11 Friday & Saturday
$2.00 minimum order

********

SO ORDER A FANTASTIC PIZZA
- TONIGHTr
." ..........................................
.
·...................... .
:805 N. A Street

SUNDAY
Dance to LIVE Music
at the

\~~>\
In the Caboose Room
Don't forget Ellensburg's finest dining
at the Iron Horse Restaurant

r

\
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What did you think of David Frost's interview with
Richard Nixon last ·w edne_s day night?

Coy Moore, Jr., "I didn't watch.
I didn't want to hear any excuses.
I've heard enough. It would have
been a repeat of what other people
said. It would have been a waste of
my time. I think it's wrong he's
getting paid $600,000 for it."

~·

Ann- Lansdon, Sr., "I didn't
watch. I wasn't that interested in
it. He (Nixon) screwed us over
enough. I think it's time we let him
rot."

Diane Blomberg, Sr., "Frost
asked hard questi;ns. I felt sorry
for Nixon at the end when he said '
he let the country down. But it
didn't change my opinion of him."

Ruth Scott, Jr., "I wasn't very
impressed with it. I don't think
Nixon was really telling the
truth."
Mike Bastey, Sr., "I feel it's a
shame the public still supports a
man as Nixon who is a liar and a
thief. We continue to support this
man with tax money and the
media'. The man should be-jailed."

I'

Nancy Crawley, Sr., "I was
bored and disappointed. I'm hoping the one on Thursday will be
better. I didn't think Frost knew
what he was talking about. I
didn't think Nixon knew what he
was "talking about."

Terry Brandt, Campus Crusade
----- ---for-€hrist, "I didn't see it. I don't
have a TV. It didn't appear to be of
high interest to me~·

fl

\

Part of a Folklore P.resentation·

by CORECA Chilean refugee
committee reflecting .the life
'

struggle and history of the
•
a movie

Chilean people

It's ~~ininq in Santiago, demonstrates the Chilean Tragedy and the unique experience of the
people ·~etwef.n - 1970 - 1973 relying on a goverment who authentically responded to their interests .
When you see the film you will be able understand trouqh the continous flash-backs and flashfow1rds·, the enthusiasm of a proud people ready to defend their interests, as well as the crimi~11 brut1lity that the fascist military imposes upon the people of Chile, that murders and opre·
sses the men, women and children of Chile under the banner of "democracy.
This movie represents the most si~nificant developments of the ''second chilean inde~endence"
1nd 1lso those heroic examoles of our strugqle, to defend our so~ereignty, dignity and the pos1bi11ty of continuin~ to construct our own destiny.

cwsc
SUB SMALL
BALLROOM

•Af•JITH

AT
7:00 P·M·

A CHILEAN FOLi( GROU1' 1'RESENTATION
CO-SPONSORED BY THE ASC AND MECHA

C
F':·
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'Un usu a I' burglar hits Quie}t Dorm~ ::
By ROBIN CAMPO

Over spring break, some persons gained entrance to four
vacant dorm rooms in Student
Village's Quiet Dorm. To say the
least, these were rather unusual
cases of burglary.
Cases in point: In one room, the
occupant noticed four shirts (very
identifiable shirts), three albums
(out of a collection of about 40) and
a folder missing filled with some
calculus notes. The thief passed up
other valuable goods that could
either have been fenced or retained for personal use--goods
left in plain sight.
In the second room, only one
thing was stolen. Because of a
pending insurance claim. the item
cannot be mentioned, but the
accessories to that item were
bypassed (as were other numrous
things), because it was on the
second floor and, supposedly, immune to a typical break-in. The
other dorm residents leaving things

in this second room should feel
This reporter will not venture to
fortunate because the more valu- draw any conclusions but will
able things were overlooked.
relate the gist of one comment
The third room was the most heard. The three occupants interunusual because of what was viewed all said, in effect, the
stolen. Missing were a philosophy burglar knew exactly what he
book, an economics book, some wanted and knew where to get it.
pants and sl!_irts _and two brand So, it could have been an inside job
new bars of soap. Imagine, a clean but there is no proof to lead-one to
cat burglar.
that or any definite conclusion.
A fourth room was hit but this
Chief of Campus Security, Dolph
time the occupant wasn't as for- Brickley, said they have investi·
tunate as the first three. An gated the break-ins but due to
extremely expensive stereo re- limited manpower they cannot
ceiver, turntable and records were spend as much time on each case
taken.
as they would like to. Chief
In all these instances, the dorm Brickley said also a master key
staff and Campus Security were could have been used, but there is
notified. The investigating officer no proof.
Security contacted Housing areported there were no signs of
forceable entry in the rooms bout the break-ins. Jake Harris,
Numerousconclusionscan be drawn housing maintenance director, said
from this statement.
the Quiet and Music Dorms were
They may indicate a master key rekeyed to the tune of $2687.97 in
was used, the lock was picked, the the summer of 1976. Harris said
old "credit card trick" was em- unless he was sure another rekeyployed or it was an inside-dorm
ing job would solve the problem, it
job.
would be impractical to rekey
those dorms.
In addition, the burglaries
seemed to be confined to only the
Quiet Dorm and not to both d<>rms.
(A master key would work in both
Quiet and Music Dorms.)
If a student feels someone,
ed each year.
* Many more cases are never through some method, has access o
their room, they can contact
reported.
* Venereal diseases are easily Harris and request a rekeying of
their room at a cost of $16.
spread.
Finally, Harris told me it w<>uld
* Different venereal diseases
may often have the same symp- be easier to ask Security to inform
him of all break-ins appearing to
toms.
*Exact diagnosis is required for
each case and type of VD because
specific treatment is necessary in
each one.
* In pregnancy, damage to the
unborn baby by the mother's
venereal disease can be prevented
by early diagnosis and treatment.
Remember-No sex unit! treatment and medicines are finished
and there are no more symptoms.
These facts have been brought
to you by your campus Health
Action Club.

H .A. Believe It or Not
By ANITA NOLL

Venereal disease may be everyone's problem and is now an
epidemic. It is spread by sexual
contact and is most easily cured if
diagnosed and treated early.
MYTHS
* VD can be spread by toilet
seats - NO!
* Home remedies work - NO!
* Untreated gonorrhea becomes
syphilis - NO!
* Share medicines with your
part:ner - NO!
FACTS
* Over three million eases of
gQnorrhea and syphilis are report-

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US
ON WEEKENDS,
HOLIDAYS,
ANYTIME.

When you want to take a break, why fly? Greyhound'll save you more. No lie. So say hello to a·
good buy Go Greyhound. You can leave when you
iike. Travel comfortably with friendly people. And
arrive refreshed , and on time. Best of all , you 'll
save a good buck. So next time, say hello to a good
buy Go Greyhound .

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO

Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Spokane
Spokane

ONEWAY

6.40J
6.40
6.40
9.80
9.80

ROUNDTRIP

YOU CAN
LEAVE

YOU CAN
ARRIVE

12.20
12.20
12.20
16.85
16.85

9:30
2:45
3:20
10:50
3: 10

12:05
5:20
5:55
3: 10
7:30

SAY HELLO TO AGOOD BU"-®
GO GREYHOUND.

be unforced entries. (During the
course of the interview Harris told
me there was not a master key
missing for Quiet Dorm.)
The Director of Housing Services, Jim Hollister, gave this
reporter the most helpful information. He said dorm residents
-;hould take every precaution to
prevent someone from ripping
them off.
He said, "Keep doors locked at
all times even if you're just
running down the hall for a
minute. It's not a bad idea to keep
an eye out for your neighbor's
. apartment. And not to create
paranoia, but you might want to
keep an eye out on your neighbor,
loo."
Hollister said students feel ''it
just can't happen to me" and they'
almost "insist on being careless."
He admits to being "remiss" in
getting more directly involved in
rip-off cases but, upon the recommendation of myself, promised in
the future, he would definitely
take a more person-to-person approach to the problem.
This would not mean contacting
every student who had been
victim to a rip-off artist but only
those where there are some concrete leads and a possibility of
recovering the stolen properties.
The contact would be made just to
let the student know the case is
being worked on and that an
attempt is being made to recover
the goods.
At this point it would be

appropriate to mention two chings.
The first is that Residence H
insurance is being offered t&rough ..
the R Hall Council For a
minimal charge, students' possessions in their dorm rooms can be
insured. The forms can usually be
acquired from the living group
advisor (LGA) or dorm manager.
Secondly, Washington's Crime
Watch is a preventative program
run by the office of the Washington State Attorney General in
cooperation with the Association
of Sheriffs and Police Chiefs. It
is basically an attempt to make
people more cautious about their
homes
and
apartments.
Their pamphlet "What To Do
Before The Burglar Comes", is
helpful in securing residences against an easy burglary. For
further information, call Chief
Brickley at Campus Patrol, or the
Kittitas County Sheriffs Department.

March
Of

..f ·· '
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Can two Princeton engineering students on a Northwest jaunt
run with the wild Rainiers without getting sloshed?
No.

"Austin Harley and I arrived in Seattle at 6:30 a.m., Saturday, February 19, 1977.
We took our positions along Avenue of the Cascades, precisely where the Rainiers
would appear at the height of their run-through. Some old-time tavern guzzlers
tried to push us back among the greeri-beers, but we held our ground. (Pie A) Then
the Rainiers arrived in a rush, and it was too late to do anything but run with them.
Austin (at X) had his camera along, but he quickly realized the inadvisability of
stopping to snap pictures. I grasped the traditional long-cup (marked by Y) to catch
any Mountain Fresh run-off en route. (Pie B) The groves of academe certainly
proved tame by comparison. Almost immediate!y, some other bottles moved in
behind us - their apparent intention to "cap" a few of the spectators along one
wall. Austin (again at X) began to show signs ofw!Jrry, but I was too busy
ascertaining that one cannot run well backwards. (Pie C) Then we were in the thick
ofit. While Austin peered down the neck of90 gallons on the hoof, I searched for a
way out. But as my Philosophy of Engineering 20 I professor was wont to say, "A
man's reach must exceed his grasp, or what's a machine for?" (Pie D) One second

after this, we both went under. Getting sloshed, however, really wasn't as I had
anticipated. It seems that Rainiers really are fresh and friendly. I suppose if Austin
and I were to visit the Northwest a second time, we might choose to run again.
Since our return to Princeton, our fellow students have persisted in asking us to
explain the Running of the Rainiers - the fascination of man and liquid beast for
this annual spring occurrence. In all honesty, I have no theory beyond the apparent
natural affinity of the Rainiers and their beer aficionados'.'
-Hamilton R. McMillan, Class of'77
What makes the Rainiers run? Why do beer devotees put their thirst on the line to
scamper amongst them? Send us your own theory or other thoughts on the subject.
We'll read every one with great interest and, who knows, maybe even put the most
intriguing ones in print. Rainier Brewing Company, 3100 Airport Way South,
Seattle, Washington 98134.
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OCE downs Central in series,
Cats rally for title this Sat.
Central's dominance in the Evergreen Confernece baseball
championship ended last weekend in Monmouth.Oregon, as Oregon College of Education downed
the Wildcats in a pair of one run
decisions to win the best of three
series.
Central batters could muster
just five hits in a 2-1 loss in the
opening contest and just seven in a
4-3 loss in the second.
The season isn't over for the

Wildcats as. they will battle Lewis
and Clark College this weekena in
a three game series for the
District 1 Title. The winner will
advance to regionals.
Central's only run in the first
contest came in the fifth inning.
Third baseman Greg McDonald
doubled and then scored on Roger
Karnofski's single. Oregon scored
what proved to be the winning run
in the bottom of the fifth.

Hennessy tops EVCO

AROUND THE BE~D--Central. track star Pam Riggs runs a lap to
prepare for the regional meet m Seattle. She is one of 12 Central
women qualified for the meet. (Photo by Bobbie Catron)

Women Tracksters
place first in meet
Outstanding performances by
the Central women's track team
led to victory in the NorthernEastern Area Meet held at Spok-.
ane Falls Community College last
weekend.
Central upset defending champion Flathead Valley with 83 points.
Flathead Valley was second with
78, Washington State 66, Eastern
Washington 52, Montana State 49,
Montana 48, Spokane Falls 44,
Pacific Lutheran 43, Whitworth
34, Boise State 26, Spokane 24,
Eastern Montana 10, Western
Washington 8, Rocky Mountain 6,
Bellevue 4, Idaho 2 and Northwest
Nazarene 1.
Senior Pam Riggs won both the
100 and 200 meter dashes and set
meet records in each with times of
12.3 and 24.9 respectively. Riggs
also anchored the 800 meter
medley relay team of Jan Miller,
Leann Makin and Kathleen Kilpatrick. They were timed in 1:47.5,
also a meet record.

Although Eastern Washington 13-0. (Boland was injured in the
· won t.he Evergreen Conference high jump and will definitely be
team championship, Central still out for a week.)
came out on top. Senior Jim
Shot put - 1. Dieter Van Asdale
Hennessy won both the 5,000 and (WW) 51-l1/4; 2.
Dick Nunez
the 10,000 meter runs to become (Central) 50-4.75; 3. Mike Daniels
the only double winner in the (Central) 50-l1/z.
meet.
200 - 1. Trimple (Eastern) 21.8;
Eastern totaled 257 points in the 6. John Wood (Central) 23.4
two-day meet with Central second
400 - intermediate hurdles - 1.
with 146. Other scoring in the
meet: host Southern Oregon 83, Kotsogeanie (WW) 53.1; 4. Reed
Oregon College 56, Western Wash- Caudle (Central) 55.2; 5. Brain
ington 51, Eastern Oregon 26 and Heynsten (Central) 55.2. ,
Oregon Tech 0.
High jump - 1. Marc Carpin
Central won only four events. (WW) 6-6; 4. Pat Moore (Central
Lou Bourdreaux took the steeple- 6-4.
chase and Mike Daniels the discus.
1,500 - 1. Dave Castle (OC)
Central placed high in many of the 3:55.3; 3. Mike Anderberg (Cenother events.
tral) 3:55.6.
The Eastern Eagles dominated
Triple jump - 1. Vic White
the sprints. They swept all six
46-9 1/z; 4. Wayne Floyd
(Eastern)
places in the 100 meters and the
(Central)
45-2; 6. Kurt Wagner
top five in the 200. Central's top
1/z.
(Central)
44-8
three sprinters Jim Perry, Mike
Richter and Bob Ashbridge, did
Javelin - 1. Dale Grant (SOC)
not compete because of injuries. 231-2 1/z; 2. Dave Andrews (CenCoach Spike Arlt expects they will tral) 212-3 1/z; 6. Mike Hamilton
be back for the district meet May (Central) 198-3.
20-21 in Cheney.

Kilpatrick won the 100 meter
high hurdles in 14.3, another meet
MEET RESULTS
record, while Cindy Pottle won the
discus with a 153-0 toss. Pottle also
Mile relay - 1. Eastern 3:20.2; 2.
finished a close second in the shot Central (Brad Bull, John O'Malley,
put with 41-6.
Reed Caudle, Brain Heynsten)
3:21.7.
Central has now qualified 12
440 relay - 1. Eastern 42.3; 4.
women for the regional meet
Central (Caudle, Andy Sharpe,
which starts today at the UniverBull, John Wood), 44.0
sity of Washington. The meet runs
5,000 meters - 1. Jim Hennessy
through Saturday.
(Central) 14:37.8; 2. Lou Boudreaux (Central) 14:53.0; 3. Toby
MEET RESULTS
Suhm (Central) 14:57.8.
Hammer throw - 1. Pat Healy
Shot put - 1. Eredson (Boise)
1
42-1; 2. Cindy Pottle (Central) (OC) 176- /4; 4. Henry Midles
(Central) 155-.8., _
41-6.
Pole Vault - 1. Gary Gustafson
High jump - 1. Ekberg (PLU)
(OC)
14.6; 4. Clay Sagen (Central)
1
5-4 /z; 4.
tie Charlene States
13-6; 5. Mike Boland (Central)
(Central) 5-2.
400 Intermediate hurdles - 1.
Heintz (FV) 63.7; 2.
Makin
Professional Typist will do the(Central) 65.5.
sis, term papers, course work,
800 - 1. Lord (MSU) 2:17.5; 4.
· etc. Call Gail 963-2803; after 5:
Ehle, Nancy (Central) 2:20.9.
925-1727
1,600 relay - 1. Flathead Valley
4:00.1; 3. Central 4:05.1.

The BeerGarden is open
have lunch outdoors

THE

The

Oregon came back to score one
run each in the fifth and sixth
innings and a pair in the seventh to
jump ahead 4-1. The Wildcats
came up one run short in the
ninth with two runs but failed to ·
tie the game.
Oregon College collected 10 hits
off Central pitchers Ben Reichenberg and Rusty McEwen.
Mike Beeson and Karnofski each
collected two hits in the two games
to lead Central.
The two losses slipped the
Wildcats record to 21-14 for the
season.
. Central landed six players on
the All-Evergreen Conference
baseball team which was announced on Monday. Outfielders Rick
Mike Ammerman,
Mitchell
pitcher Dave Lukens and infielders Mike Beeson, Greg McDonald
and Tim Sund were named on the
elite squad.
Mitchell finished the year with
the best batting average, hitting
at a .371 clip. The senior outfielder
also ended with five home runs, 11
doubles and 27 RBI's . . Beeson
finished with a .314 average while
Ammerman was right behind with
a .310 mark.
Central's leading pitcher for the
season was Dave Lukens. Lukens
finished with a 7-2 won-loss record
and a 2.37 earned run average.
Pioneer Turntable for sale. l
year old. Dustcover and cartridge $50.00. 925-5862
Professional Typist will do thesis, term papers, co~rse work,
etc. Call Gail 963-2803; after 5:
925-1727.

Technics SA-5760

has

POWER!

165 Watts per channel,
RMS, 20-20,000 HZ, at no more
than 0.08% total harmonic
distortion! Plus-all the features
you'd expect in a luxury am/fm
receiver.

Regularly $800 ...

NOW $599

Serving our
Regular Menu

Help Wanted - Author needs
creative artist to do 50 human
figure iUustrations for New York
book. ~end replies c-o Daily
Record, Box C-9

Central jumped out first . in the
second game when Mike Ammerman singled and scored when
Karnofski belted a double.

Food

Hours

Plus BBQ your

M-F

l l :30-7 :30

own Hamburgers

Sat

12:00-7 :00

While present supply lasts!

~-------'
~· TEREDCRIFT

' \ ..!../.

408 N. Pearl

962-2830
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Cute little shorts

Rugby Cup tourney returns
By KELLY J. RYAN
An invasion of some 400 plus
heaving crazy beasts in ·colorful
shirts and cute little shorts will
terrorize the quiet town of Ellensburg this weekend for the infamous, ever popular 7th Annual
Strawberry Cup Invitational Rugby Tournament.
Various comparisons have been
made between soccer, football and
rugby. "Soccer," said a local rugger snobbishly, "is a gentlemen's

game played by beasts. Football is
a beastly game played by beasts.
But rugby is a beastly game
played by gentlemen."
The similarity between football
and rugby is only superficial.
There are no downs in rugby, no
regrouping after offensive rushes,
which only end with a penalty call
or a out of bounds. If the ball is
trapped a scrum is formed--that
centipede huddle of human limbs.
The ball is walked over and rolled
back to the rear of the stronger

SOC court hustlers
whip Cats ·at EVCO
BIG FOOT STRIKES-Chris Cunningham displays his sidek.ick
learned in karate class. The class, open to all Central students, meets
twice weekly in the Hebeler gymnasium.

Swim meet scheduled
Central Co-Rec is sponsoring a
co-rec swim meet jo be held on
May 18 from 8-10 pm, Nicholson
Pavilion. This year's competition is
expected to draw some 200 students out for an evening of fun.
The competition is open to all
nonvarsity, swimmers and will include team and individual competition. Most of the events will be

short distances, one or two laps of
the pool.
After the meet, trophies and
medals will be presented. The first
race will start at 8:15 pm.
For more information and registration forms, contact the Co-Rec
Office in Nicholson Pavilion 108 or
call 963-1751.

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

Southern Oregon College took
advantage of the home court tast
weekend and walked away with
this year's Evergreen Conference
tennis championships.
Central finished the two-way
tournament, which was held in
Ashland, Ore~on, in fourth plac_e.
Eastern Washington took second
and Wes tern finished third.
First singles player Dennis
Roberts, who finished second last
year, dropped a three-set matc.h to
Steve Cronister of Western to
finish fourth. The scores of the
match were 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.
Second singles player for Central, Ted Hollar was eliminated in
the early rounds while No. 3 man,
Dick Bankhead, finished third
Bankhead
downed Western's
Charlie Black 6-1. 6-1.
In fourth and fifth singles action
for the Wildcats, Rich Dietz and
Dave Cresap both finished third in
their respective divisions. Dietz
downed Bob Dolezeal of Orel{_on
College of Education 7-5, 7-5 while
Cresap w_hipped another OCE

player, Randy LaBrousse 6-2, 6-3.
In the doubles competition,
Roberts and Bankhead finished
third with a 6-2, 6-2 decision over
Souther-n Oregon's !<'armer - and
Danielson. In second doubles, Hollar and Dietz took third place by
whipping Western's Black and
Yackley 6-0, 6-1.
In women's tennis action, Central took it on the chin last
weekend in Pullman as the Wildcats lost to the University of
Washington and Washington State
in a two-day tri-meet.
On Friday Central was shutout
by the powerful Huskies, 9-0. On
Saturday the Cougars downed the
Wildcats, 6-3.
Central's - victories came from
second singles player Ronda Panattoni, fourth spot player Gail
Gerstmar and the doubles team of
Mary Andreotti and G!rtsmar.
This weekend the Central women will trek to Boise, Idaho to
compete in the Boise State Eastern Area Tournament.

Putting this face
in your future.

L

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

Dick Ferron
925-4177

DIVE FOR A GLASS OF·
WINEGARS MILK
SOON

*
'

2%

scrum and picked up by the scrum
half, who in turn tosses the ball to
his waiting teammates and the
match continues, flowing up and
down the field.
Another Ellensburg rugger who
played varsity football for .Central
commented on the comparisons
between the two sports. "Rugby is
a great social sport, not a hate
sport like football." The rugger
took another enormous swallow of
beer and continued, "In rugby you
fight, you are really brutal, tensed
up, banging heads, but after that
final whistle, no matter where you
are, in Canada, Portland or Timbuktu, it ends up the same. The
winning team forms a double line
through which each member of the
losing side (team) runs, shaking
hands, then the losing team lines
up to receive the winners."
The rugby reception "Moonligllt
Ball", which has made Ellensburg
virtually famous throughout the
Northwest, has run aground with
one major problem this year:
nobody in the community will rent
the Central Rugby Club a place to
throw the massive beer blast.
· According to Tony D'AmbroSio,local rugger, Ellensburg Livestock
Arena refused to host the p~rty
again this year. The dirt filled
stock yard east of Ellensburg say
some 1,5000 rugby groupies a(
tended last years' ball and put
away 63 kegs of grog in less than
five hours. D'Ambrosia said the
club is still looking for a place for
the ball.
Jim Judd, senior rugger of the
club said, "We'll just turn 'em
loose on downtown if we can't find
a place to throw the party."
Watch out people of Ellensburg!
Central last saw action in a
Portland tournament two weeks
ago, placing fourth out of 32 teams, '
the best showing ever for the
Central Club.
Wes Owen kicked match winning goals in overtime to give
Central victories over Longview•
and host team Portland assuring
the Ellensburg blokes fourth place' ,
in the Northwests' biggest tourpt>y,

The Strawberry Cup competition begins Saturday, May 14 at 10 1
am on Tomlinson Field, behind the
Pavil!cm, $!xteen teams are scheduled to compete in the double
elimination tourney, including four •
women's sides, a first for the
'Berry Cup.
Sunday's consolation matches
begin at noon with the champion- •
ship slated for 2 pm. A tournament
schedule will be kept at the Pizza
Place during the weekend. Admission is free.

OVERTONS
Tropical Fish
Al1 aquarium &
fish supplies

Hours: noon to 6 pm

67¢

milk·

V2 gal

Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

Z Milot-OI
Ol4 ..., .... M'•IJ Ott Wi!M9 c.tH hM

Money
Open Monday thru Saturday

1 p.m.-1 p.m.

. 411

Rte. 3

~llH

closed Sun. & Mon.

Grade A milk
Past/Homo milk

Winegar' s ...•..

962-9166

w. 11111 -- 121-1821

Talks

Give to the
American Cancer
Society.

•
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SCHOLARSHIP ASSEMBLY: The Annual Scholarship and Award Assembly
sponsored by the Office of Financial Aid will
be on May 24 in Grupe Conference Center
• between 4 and 5 pm. Any organization or
department offering scholarships or awards
to students for the 1977-78 school year and
• who wish to participate in the Awards
Assembly are encouraged to contact the
Office of .Financial Aid, Barge 209, or call
963-1611 before May 13. .

•

EXIT INTERVIEW: If this is your last
quarter at Central and you have received a
National Direct Student Loan, you must
Jllake an appointment for an exit interview.
Call the Office of Student Accounts,
963-3546, or go to the second floor of
Mitchell. The office is located behind the
p shier's cage near the accounting section.

STYLE SHOW: The Central Women are
sponsoring a Spring Summer Luncheon and
• Style show to be held Saturday, May 21, at
the Holidome, Holiday Inn, at 12:30 pm.
Tickets are $3. Reservations may be made
with Marie Jones (925-3788) or Cece
• Calhoun (925-3888). Please come and bring a
friend.
BIKE-A-THON: Alpha Phi Omega is
. sponsoring the Breath of Spring Bike-AThon for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation on
May 21. Pledge sheets are available at SUB
Information Booth or MacDonald's in Yaki• ma.

•

FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS:
Although the deadline has passed, applications for financial aid for 1977-78 are still
available in the Office of Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, Barge 209. Students
who are applying for financial aid at Central
for 1977-78 must complete the confidential
statement and the Central application form.
Late applicants will depend solely on
availability of funds after awards have been
made to "on time" applicants. Undergraduates students are, also, required to
complete BEOG application forms.

school senior planning to attend a WashingBEOG APPLICATIONS 1977-78: Apton two or four year college or university plications for the Basic Educational Opportbeginning in September 1977.
unity Grant are now available in the Office
3. Must be a full-time student in September of Financial Counseling and Financial Aid
1977, as defined by the Office of the for the 1977-78 school year. All underRegistrar of ' the college or university graduate students are eligible to apply. AI;
undergraduate students applying for other
attending. ·
4. Must have minumum grade point average types of financial aid are required to submit
a BEOG application. All notification of
of 3.0 (4.0 scale).
5. Should indicate some need for financial BEOG eligibility must be sent to the ·Officc
assistance.
of Financial Aid whether it indicates
6. Applicants may be either male or female eligible or ineligible. Awards of financial
and of any ethinic origin.
aid will not be made to undergraduate
The Office of Student Financial Aid, · students until the Financial Aid Office has ·
EDUCATlON MAJORS: The following located in Barge 209, has applications for the Basic Educational Opportunity Student
employers will have representatives at the · the scholarships. These applications must Eligioility Report.
·
Placement Center .to interview interested be turned into the Office of Financial Aid by
.SCHOLARSHIP'\~SSEMBLY.: The. ancandidates. The sign-up schedules will be June 1. Applications will be screened in the - nual· · Scholarship and Award Assembly
posted one week to the day, before the Financial Aid Office and forwarded to ·sporiSored by the Office of Financial Aid
arrival on campus:
Fidelity Mutual Savings Bank where final will be· on May 24 in Grupe Conference
selection of scholarship recipients will be Center between 4 and 5 pm.
Any
May 16 - Almira School Dist.
May 18 - Lake Washington School Dist. made. Notification of scholarship award organization or department offering schowinners will be made during the month of larshipS-or- awaros- to students for the
BANK SCHOLARSHIPS: Fidelity Saving July.
1977-78 school year and who, wish to
Bank will be offering 1977-78 scholarships
ADVISOR TO VISIT: Robert K. Hamil- participate in the Awards Assembly are
to students from Washington colleges. ton, director of student service and develop- encouraged 'to contact the Office of FinanAlthough the scholarship fund will be ment at Bellevue Community College cial Aid, Batge 209, to call 963-1611 before
smaller this year, scholarships will be (BCC), will be on campus Wednesday, May · May 13.
offered to students once again.
The 25 from 9 am to noon in SUB 206 to talk
ARTS & SCIENCE MAJORS: The
following eligibility criteria will .be used in with students formerly enrolled at BCC. · following employer will have a representaselecting scholarship recipients:
Hamilton will obtain follow-up data relating tive at the Placement Center to interview
1. Must be a resident of the State of to the transferring student's experiences. interested can_di<tates. The sign-up schedule
Washington.
Queries about Hamilton's visit should be will be posted one week to the day, before
2. Must be attending a Washington two or referred to Lonald L. Bridges, director of the arrival'on campus.
four year college or university or be a high admissions, Mitchell Hall, 963-1211.
May 17 - Fid_e)jty Union Life

Jazz fest debut to feature
Ramsey ·Lewis and others
By MICHELLE BRUNSON

The first Annual Central Invita• tional Jazz Festival, scheduled for
May 13 and 14 in Hertz Hall, will
be filled with the music of the top
jazz choirs and bands from the
. • Northwest. Jazz pianist Ramsey
Lewis and his group will be
featured.
Friday, opening night, will begin
• with four groups performing at 7
pm. The groups include two Central Bands--With Ears and Smith
Bros. Lewis and Clark Jazz Band
• of Spokane under the direction of
Michael DeLaney and . Kent-Meridian High School Jazz Band of
Kent directed by Hal Sherman will
• conclude the opening night's line
up of entertainers.
A jazz improvisation clinic conducted by Don Lanphere and Jon
• Pugh will kick off the second day
of the festival on Saturday at 10:30
am. The clinic is open to . playing
and non-playing musicians and wjll
• lead into the performance of
Central's Jazz Band II in the SUB

Pit at noon.
Beginning at 1:30 pm in Hertz,
the high school jazz choirs and
bands will perform. The following
groups will be participating in the
concert: Connell Jazz Choir, David
Wright director, Lake Washington
Jazz Choir of Kirkland directed by
Jack Kunz, Roosevelt Jazz Band
and Choir of Seattle directed by
Waldo King and the Battleground
Jazz Band directed by Al Aldridge. · All of these bands and
choirs have either won a jazz
festival or have received superior
ratings in competition. _ _ _ __
Ramsey Lewis and group will be
conducting a jazz ·clinic at 4 pm.
The clinic will preceed the Gala
Concert which will be held at 8 pm
in Nicholson Pavilion.
The Gala Concert will feature
Central's Jazz Band and Jazz Choir
directed by John Moawad, along
with Ramsey Lewis and his group.
Special guest artists will be Don
Lanphere, woodwinds and John
Pugh on trumpet. Tne mus1c1ans
will be performing with the Cen-
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PINE TREE TRAPPINGS ' LTD.
SATURDAY, MAY 7
9am to 5 pm

DAILY
quality leathers, handwovens

& antiques
220 E. 1st CLE ELUM
.ph: 1-614-2467
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Need·-- a PLACE
to party?

tral Jazz Band. Admission is $4 in
advance for students and $5 at the
door.

Students sought
for June 11 work
This year's commencement exercises are scheduled for June 11.
The members · of the Campus
Police Department are seeking
students to help them in the
parking and traffic control areas
during the hours of 8 am to noon
on the day of commencement.
Students who work those hours
will receive minimun wage for
their time,
All interested parties should
contact Campus Police at 963-2958
or contact any campus police
officer.

Call
THE

PIZZA PLACE
----

In the plaza
925-9948

Special rates ' available

BOOKS~LEI
NOW THRU THE END OF THE QUhRTER
UPT060XOFF
We have discount titles in all of these
subjects:
Singing
Potting
Gardening
Sewing
Cooking
Exercising
Creating
Prose
Poetry
Historical Events
And many more ...
At the

If reading appeals 'to you at all, we
are going to have just the book for
you at a lot less at The College Store.
Open six days a week to serve you.
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AZZ Pianist and His Bandl
Guest performers:

~
Don Lanphere and
, , With:
Jon 'Pugh

.

CWSC Jazz Band 1
Jazz 'C hoir
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"SUN·· GODDESS" COffiES ALIVE!

I
Tickets on sale Saturday
I
The Concert with ci . Io~ I
Touch of Class
~I
Free carnation with
every ticket
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